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 laser wire stripping system 

laser wire stripping system 

Payment Terms: T/T,L/C, 

Place of Origin: Hubei, China (Mainland) 
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Model No.: WI-1K30/50-AR

Production Capacity: 300 sets/ 3 months

Delivery Date: 2 weeks

Laser Type: CO2

Means of Transport: Ocean,Air,

Packing: woodcase

Application: Laser Cutting

Brand Name: LYPE

Product Detail

Laser wire stripper, rotary laser wire stripper for large gauge wires, laser wire stripper for window stripping

SinoLaser System & Equipment Co.,
Ltd.  
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 Ms. Jeanie Lee

Tel: 86-27-87986030

Contact to this supplier

Product Introduction
1. It adopts "non-contact" processing, without damage to the inner wire, and the electric property of the wire keeps

unchanged.
2. It is suitable to wires with diameter of 1-15mm.
3. With flexible processing way, it can realize circle stripping and window opening.
4. High efficiency, it can complete wires processing in several seconds.

It suits irregular section wires processing. The short laser beam focus ensures not only never cause damage to the inner
layer, but also covers the processing area which needed.

Applications:
It applies for cutting the insulator and shield layers of thick wires and coaxial wires, which is suitable to connectors,
navigator, communication, medical, as well as electronics industries. It can satisfy the needs of processing thick wire with
diameter of 1-15mm.   

It adopts unique technology, which allows laser beam rotates around the wires that need to process. This machine can quickly
process not only insulation but also shield layers of large gauge cables and coaxial wires. 

On one hand, the traditional way to process thick cable realized by mechanical knife, which may cause damage to the inner layer of
the wire wants to be stripped. Moreover, it belongs to "contact processing", which may cause distortion to the wire, then leads to the
electric property of the wire changes. Furthermore, the knife itself is consumable. On the other hand, the traditional laser wire
stripping adopts the way that wires move on a level, while laser beam keeps immobile, moreover, it requires that the wires need to
be processed must not be too thick. However, the rotary laser(http://www.hisupplier.com/a-laser/) wire stripping machine overcomes
the above two defects. It includes the advantages of the above two processing ways, belongs to "non-contact" processing, without
any damage to the inner wire. More importantly, it can process thick wires, which satisfies the becoming higher and higher demands
on the electric property of cables in various industries. 

Product Features
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Company Info

SinoLaser System & Equipment Co., Ltd. [China (Mainland)]

Business Type:Manufacturer, Trading Company
City: Wuhan
Province/State: Hubei
Country/Region: China (Mainland)

View Contact Details(/contact.html)
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